
Validating 30 hour codes via EYP Hub 
 

Providers are able to record, validate and revalidate the 30 hour codes for 3 & 4 year olds at their settings. 

Firstly select the main page for the child in question and scroll down to the section named ‘Parents’. Then, where no parent information has yet been 

entered, select ‘Add Parent’.  If you have previously created the parent and wish to amend details just select the ‘Edit’ option next to the required parent. 

 



Validating 30 hour codes via EYP Hub 
 

Below is the page for entering parent details.  

The essential parental information with regard to 30 hour codes is- Parent Full name, NI /NASS Number, unique 30 hour code. 

Once you have added the relevant information simply click the blue ‘Update’ button, located bottom right of the form. 
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You will know that you have successfully added Parent Details as the ‘Parents’ section on the child’s main page will appear populated and you will receive a 

‘Details Updated’ notification in the top right hand corner of the screen. 
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Once Parent Details have been successfully input you can verify the eligibility of the 30 hour code by scrolling down to the section headed ‘Eligibility’. 

You will then select the parent whose details you wish to use from the drop down menu. 

Once parent has been selected, click the blue ‘Validate’ button. 
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Once you have clicked the blue ‘Validate’ button it will change to say ’Validating’ as it performs the check. 
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On completion of a successful check you will see a green tick which indicates that the child is indeed eligible for 30 hours of FEEE funding. Underneath the 

confirmation of eligibility you will see when the code was last checked and by whom.  

 Below this you will see ‘Validity Start Date’, ‘Validity End Date’ and Grace period end date. 
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The three dates associated with a 30 hour code are:  

Validity Start Date- The date on which the code was issued. Please note that the 30 hour code becomes eligible for use from the beginning of the term 

following the ‘Validity Start Date’. 

Validity End Date- The date on which eligibility ends. Every three months the parent is responsible for confirming their continued eligibility before the 

‘Validity End Date’.  

Grace Period End Date- The date that Waltham Forest will cease funding for 30 hours and the child will become eligible only for their Universal entitlement 

of 15 hours. 
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You can keep a track of the history of any child’s 30 Hour Code in the section titled ‘ECS Checks’. 

 


